
Step 1: Have the tip of the racquet facing down and the end cap facing up. Line 
up the “Start” with the largest bevel. Make sure the grip is flush to the bottom of 
the handle. The “black line” should line up close to the “edge of bevel 3.”

Pre-wrapping
Unravel the grip. You can either remove the clear plastic coating now, before you start wrapping, 
or as you are wrapping the handle. See step by step instruction on how to wrap the grip on the 
handle. 

Start Wrap Guide: Cover Green

Large Bevel (Bevel 3)

Black Line

Edge of Bevel 3
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Step 2: Wrap the grip by covering the “green wrap guide.” As you are wrapping, line up 
the “blue line” and “red line” over the “edges of bevel 3.” Take note, in this example 
there is a “blue line” and “red line” but there could be a different color on your grip 
model. 

Step 3: Continue to wrap the grip around the racquet by overlapping approximately 1-2  
millimeters. In this step you will need to pull a bit more than other steps to line 
everything up. Use the colored lines as guides for alignment. The lines and letters 
should line up straight vertically if wrapped correctly.  

Edges of Bevel 3

Edges of Bevel 3
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Full Colored Bevels

Step 4: Continue to wrap the grip around the racquet by overlapping approximately 1 
millimeter. Use the colored lines as guides for alignment. The lines and letters should 
line up straight vertically if wrapped correctly. At this point you are getting to the “full 
colored bevels.” The full colored bevels should line up as shown and cover the bevel it 
is on. 

Edges of Bevel 3



Step 5: Continue to wrap the grip around the racquet by overlapping approximately 1 
millimeter. Use the colored bevels as guides for alignment. The colored bevels should 
line up straight vertically if wrapped correctly. After wrapping all the way to the end take 
the “sticky tape” and complete the wrap. 

Sticky Tape
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Rite Grip TM


